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0. Notation

We fix some notation for this talk.

‚ Let k be a finite field of characteristic p ą 0.
‚ Let ` ‰ p be a prime.
‚ Let X be a separated smooth (connected) scheme purely of dimension d ě 0 over k.
‚ Let KpX,Q`q be the Grothendieck group of the triangulated category Db

cpX,Q`q, i.e.,

KpX,Q`q “

Free abelian group
generated by objects of Db

cpX,Q`q〈
rGs “ rFs ` rHs

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

D distinguished triangle
F Ñ G Ñ HÑ Fr1s

〉
Similarly, we can define KpX,F`q and KpX,Z`q. We have a surjective homomorphism

dX : KpX,Q`q
canonical
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ

»
KpX,Z`q

reduction
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ KpX,F`q,

where the first map is an isomorphism and the second map is a surjective map. We
call dX the decomposition homomorphism. For a proof, see a paper by Weizhe Zheng
2015.

‚ By T. Saito, we have homomorphisms (characteristic class)

KpX,Q`q

CC

''

ccX &&

dX // // KpX,F`q

ccX
��

CC // ZdpT
˚Xq

0!
Xxx

CH0pXq

where for F P KpX,F`q, ccXF “ 0!
XpCCFq and X

0X
ÝÝÑ T ˚X is the zero-section of

the cotangent bundle.
‚ For any F P KpX,Q`q or KpX,F`q, the global epsilon factor of F is defined to be

εpX,Fq “ detp´Frobk;RΓcpXk̄,Fqq´1

where Frobk is the geometric Frobenius, i.e., the inverse of the Frobenius substitution
x ÞÑ x#k of k̄. By linear extension, this defines a multiplicative map

εpX,´q : KpX,Q`q Ñ Qˆ` or εpX,´q : KpX,F`q Ñ Fˆ` .

1. Kato-T.Saito’s Conjecture

1.1. Now we assume that X is projective and smooth over the finite field k. By Kato-S.
Saito’s unramified class field theory, there is a so-called reciprocity map

CH0pXq
ρX
ÝÝÝÑ πab

1 pXq.

rss ÞÑ rFrobss
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The following global twist formula for εpX,´q is a modification of a conjecture of Kato and
T. Saito in 2008.

Theorem 1.2 (Umezaki-Y-Zhao, 2017). Let Λ “ F` or Λ “ Q`. For any F P Db
cpX,Λq and

any smooth sheaf G on X, we have an equality

εpX,F b Gq “ εpX,FqrankG ¨ detGpρXp´ccXFqq

where CH0pXq
ρX
ÝÝÑ πab

1 pXq
detG
ÝÝÝÑ Λ˚.

Remark 1.3. In Kato-T.Saito’s Annals paper 2008, for a smooth sheaf F on a smooth
scheme U over a perfect field, they defined the Swan class

SwkspFq P CH0pUzUq bQ “ lim
ÐÝ

UĎY compactification

CH0pY zUq bQ

by using alteration and logarithmic blow-up. In their paper, the global twist formula was
written in terms of Swks.

Conjecture 1.4 (T. Saito, 2016). Let k be any perfect field. Let j : U Ñ X be an open dense
subscheme of a smooth scheme X over k. For any smooth sheaf F on U , we have

SwkspFq “ SwccpFq in CH0pXzUq.

where SwccpFq :“ 0!
XzU prankF ¨CCpj!Λq ´CCpj!Fqq and XzU

0XzU
ÝÝÝÑ T ˚X ˆX pXzUq is the

zero section.

If X is projective smooth, then both SwkspFq and SwccpFq satisfy the higher Grothendieck-
Ogg-Shafarevich formula

χcpUk̄,Fq “ rankF ¨ χcpUk̄,Λq ´ deg Sw‚pFq,
which is due to T. Saito for Swcc and due to Kato-T. Saito for Swks.

Theorem 1.5 (Weak form of Conjecture 1.4 for surface). Assuming X is a projective smooth
surface over a finite field k, and U an open dense subscheme of X. Then for any smooth
sheaf F on U , we have

SwkspFq “ SwccpFq in CH0pXq.

The proof of Theorem 1.5 is based on Brauer induction and a theorem of T. Saito and
Yatagawa (same wild ramification ùñ same CC).

1.6. Previous results of twist formulas for epsilon factors.

(1) (Three kinds of) Local twist formulas, due to Deligne and Henniart in 1981. Theorem
1.2 can be viewed as a globalization of one of their formulas (unramified).

(2) In 1984, S. Saito proved an explicit formula for εpX,Fq if F is a smooth sheaf on the
projective smooth scheme X over a finite field. Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on
his method.

(3) In 1993, T. Saito proved an explicit formula for εpX,Fq if F is a sheaf tamely ramified
along a SNC divisor.

(4) In 2009, I. Vidal (She) proved Theorem 1.2 under the assumption that
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‚ dimX “ 2 and rankF “ 1 (generic rank), smooth on an open dense subscheme
with boundary a SNC divisor.

‚ Some technical assumptions on the ramification of F , e.g., cleaness. (Swan class
can be canonically lifted to the cotangent bundle)

(5) In 2016, Tomoyuki Abe and Deepam Patel proved a K-spectrum version of the twist
formula (they called localization formula) for de Rham epsilon factors based on micro-
local description of singular supports for DX -modules:

KSpX,DXq Ñ KSpT
˚Xq, S Ď T ˚X,

where KSpX,DXq is the K-spectrum of coherent DX -modules E with SSpEq Ď S,
KSpT

˚Xq is the K-spectrum of coherent OT˚X -modules with support contained in
S.

2. Application to Characteristic Class

2.1. In this section, let Λ “ F`. Recall that X is a smooth and connected scheme of
dimension d over a perfect field k. We first recall the definition of total characteristic class:

KpX,Λq

ccX,‚
''

CC // CHdpPpT ˚X ‘ A1
Xqq

»

��
CH‚pXq

d
À

i“0
CHipXq

where CCF “ P
´

CCF ‘ A1
X

¯

. We have

‚ ccX,0F “ ccXF P CH0pXq is the characteristic class.

‚ ccX,dF “ p´1qd ¨ rankF ¨ rXs P CHdpXq.
‚ ccX,d´1F P CHd´1pXq is the Artin divisor class of F .

2.2. If k “ C, a theorem of V. Ginsburg implies that the following diagram is commutative
for any projective morphism f : X Ñ Y between smooth schemes over C:

KpX,Λq

p�q

ccX,‚ //

f˚
��

CH‚pXq

f˚
��

KpY,Λq
ccY,‚ // CH‚pY q.

But in the case where charpkq ą 0, the diagram p�q is not commutative by a philosophy of
Grothendieck, except for the degree zero part. We have the following counter example.

Example 2.3. Let X “ Pd and let X
F
ÝÑ X be the Frobenius map, which is radical and

surjective. We have

‚ F˚pΛq » Λ.

‚ ccPd,‚pΛq “ p´1qd ¨ cpΩ1
Pdq “

´

p´1qi
`

d`1
i`1

˘

¯

deg i
.
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‚ The map CH‚pPdq “
i“d
À

i“0
Z F˚
ÝÝÑ CH‚pPdq is multiplication by pi on the degree i-part.

Corollary 2.4. For any projective morphism f : X Ñ Y between smooth projective schemes
over a finite field k, the degree 0-part of p�q is commutative, i.e., for any F P Db

cpX,Λq, we
have an equality

f˚ccXF “ ccYRf˚F in CH0pY q.

Proof. By using the fact that the decomposition homomorphism dX : KpX,Q`q Ñ KpX,F`q
is surjective, we may assume that Λ “ Q`. Let χ be a continuous character π1pY q

ab Ñ Qˆ` .
By Functoriality of class field theory, we have a commutative diagram

CH0pXq

f˚

��

// πab
1 pXq

f˚
��

f˚χ

''
CH0pY q // πab

1 pY q
χ // Qˆ`

(2.4.1)

Now we have

χp´ccYRf˚Fq
Thm.1.2
“

εpY,Rf˚F b χq
εpY,Rf˚Fq

Proj.Formula
“

εpX,F b f˚χq
εpX,Fq

Thm.1.2
“ pf˚χqp´ccXFq

(2.4.1)
“ χp´f˚ccXFq.

(2.4.2)

Since the equality χp´ccYRf˚Fq “ χp´f˚pccXFqq holds for all characters of πab
1 pY q, by the

injectivity of the reciprocity map CH0pY q Ñ πab
1 pY q, we have f˚pccXFq “ ccYRf˚F . This

finishes the proof in this case.
�

2.5. Even though (�) is not commutative in general, we could still expect it commutes
under a transversal condition:

‚ Fix an integer r ě 0 and a smooth connected scheme S of dimension r over a perfect
field k.

‚ Let X
f
ÝÑ S be a smooth morphism purely of relative dimension n.

‚ Let Db
cpX{S,Λq Ď Db

cpX,Λq be the thick sub-triangulated category consisting of ob-

jects F such that X
f
ÝÑ S is SSpFq-transversal. Let KpX{S,Λq be the Grothendieck

group of Db
cpX{S,Λq.

‚ By T. Saito, for any proper morphism h : X Ñ Y between S-smooth schemes:

X

��

h // Y

��
S
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there is a well-defined map

KpX{S,Λq
h˚
ÝÑ KpY {S,Λq.

Question 2.6. We expect that the following diagram is commutative:

KpX{S,Λq

p‹‹q

ccX,r //

h˚
��

CHrpXq

h˚
��

KpY {S,Λq
ccY,r // CHrpY q.

Some evidences for the above question:

(1) We can prove a cohomological version of p‹‹q following SGA5, Abbes-Saito 2007, or
Martin Olsson for a motivic version 2016 (they are working over a field Y “ Speck).

(2) We can prove a relative version of the global twist formula 1.2.

3. Cohomological Characteristic Class

3.1. Let S be a smooth connected scheme of dimension r over a perfect field k and Λ “ F`.
Let X

f
ÝÑ S be a smooth morphism purely of relative dimension n. Let KX{S “ Rf !Λ. We

can construct a map, which is compatible with proper push-forward:

KpX{S,Λq
CX{S
ÝÝÝÑ H0pX,KX{Sq “ H2npX,Λpnqq,

which is called the (relative) cohomological characteristic class. Following a conjecture of T.
Saito in 2016, we expect the following diagram commutes

KpX{S,Λq

p´1qrccX,r
��

CX{S

++
CHrpXq “ CHnpXq

cycle class map
// H2npX,Λpnqq.

The construction of CX{S is based on the method of [SGA5, Expose III, Illusie]. See also
Abbes-T.Saito 2003, or Olsson 2016 for a motivic version.

Lemma 3.2. For any F ,G P Db
cpX{S,Λq, we have an isomorphism

F bL
S DX{SpGq

»
ÝÑ RHomppr˚2G, Rpr!

1Fq

where DX{SpGq “ RHompG,KX{Sq and

X ˆS X

pr1
��

pr2 // X

��

Goo

F // X // S.
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3.3. Now we define KpX{S,Λq
CX{S
ÝÝÝÑ H0pX,KX{Sq. Consider the following commutative

diagram

X

�

X

δ
��

X
δ // X ˆS X.

For F P Db
cpX{S,Λq, we have

RHompF ,Fq » Rδ!RHomppr˚2 , Rpr!
1Fq » Rδ!pF bL

S DX{SpFqq
1Ñδ˚δ˚
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rδ!δ˚δ

˚pF bL
S DX{SpFqq “ Rδ!δ˚pF bL DX{SpFqq

evaluation
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rδ!δ˚KX{S

»
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
base.change

KX{S .

Then we get a map HompF ,Fq Tr
ÝÑ H0pX,KX{Sq. The cohomological characteristic class of

F (relative to X Ñ S) is defined to be

CX{SpFq “ TrpidF q.

Following SGA5, we have the following formal property:

Proposition 3.4. For any proper morphism h : X Ñ Y between smooth schemes over S

X

��

h // Y

��
S

we have a commutative diagram

KpX{S,Λq

h˚

��

CX{S // H0pX,KX{Sq

h˚
��

KpY {S,Λq
CY {S // H0pY,KY {Sq.

Remark 3.5. In the definition of KpX{S,Λq and CX{S, we may replace the condition “SSF-

transversal” by a weaker condition:“F-transversal”. Let W
h
ÝÑ X

f
ÝÑ Y be separated k-

morphisms of finite type and F P Db
cpX,Λq. We say that h is F-transversal if the following

canonical morphism is an isomorphism

Rh!Λb h˚F Ñ Rh!F .

We say that f is F-transversal if the graph Γf : X Ñ X ˆk Y is F bL G-transversal for any

G P Db
cpY,Λq.

T. Saito shows that SS-transversal ùñ F-transversal.
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Remark 3.6. Recently, using categorical trace, Y.Liu, W. Zheng and Q. Lu can even define
the map

CX{S : KpX{S,Λq Ñ H0pX,KX{Sq

without the assumption that X Ñ S is smooth. (S is a regular J-2 scheme)

4. Relative Twist Formula

4.1. Let k be a finite field, S be a smooth connected scheme of dimension r over k. Let
X Ñ S be a smooth projective morphism of relative dimension n ě 0. By a result of T.
Saito, there exists a unique way to attach a pairing

CHnpXq ˆ πab
1 pSq Ñ πab

1 pXq(4.1.1)

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) When S “ Speck is a point, for a closed point x P |X|, the pair with the class rxs is
the map

Galpk{kq
transferkpxq{k
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Galpkpxq{kpxqq

ix˚
ÝÝÑ πab

1 pXq

where i : xÑ X is the inclusion and transferkpxq{k is the Galois transfer.
(2) For any point s P S, the following diagram commutes

CHnpXq

��

ˆ πab
1 pSq

// πab
1 pXq

CHnpXsq ˆ πab
1 psq

OO

// πab
1 pXsq.

OO

Corollary 4.2 (Relative Twist Formula). Let F P Db
cpX,Λq and let G be a smooth sheaf of

Λ-modules on X. Assume that f is properly SSpFq-transversal p“properly” means that for
any s P |S|, the fiber SSF ˆS s is of dimension dimXsq. Then there is an isomorphism

detRf˚pF bL Gq – pdetRf˚FqbrankG bL detGpp´1qr ¨ ccX,rpFqq in KpS,Λq,(4.2.1)

where detGpp´1qr ¨ ccX,rpFqq is a smooth sheaf of rank 1 on S, defined via the pairing (4.1.1)

πab
1 pSq

p´1qrccX,rF
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ πab

1 pXq
detG
ÝÝÝÑ Λˆ.

Proof. Using Chebotarev density theorem and by pull-back of CC by properly transversal
morphism, one reduce to S “ Speck. Then one apply Theorem 1.2. �

5. Sketch: Proof of Kato-T.Saito’s Conjecture (following S.Saito)

5.1. Using blow-up and T.Saito-Yatagawa’s theorem on the existence of good Lefschetz
pencils relative to SSF (may assume F P Db

cpX,Z`q), we can reduce the question to the
following case:

(1) There is a fibration f : X Ñ C, where C is a smooth projective curve.
(2) X Ñ C is SSF-transversal outside a finite set of closed points txvuvPΣ, Σ Ď |C|.

Each fiber Xv contains at most one isolated characteristic point xv.
(3) For v P Σ, xv is k-rational.
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(4) Let ω ‰ 0 be a meromorphic 1-form on C such that ω has neither poles or zeros at
Σ.

(5) For v P |C| with ordvpωq ‰ 0, Xv is smooth andXv
iv
ÝÑ X is properly SSF-transversal.

Then we have an induction formula for ccXF :

ccXF “ ´
ÿ

vPΣ

dimtotRΦx̄vpF , fq ¨ rxvs ´
ÿ

vP|CzΣ|,ordvpωq‰0

ordvpωq ¨ ccXvpF |Xvq.

5.2. We prove Theorem 1.2 by induction on dimX and by using Laumon’s product formula:

εpX,F b Gq
εpX,FqrankG “

εpC,Rf˚pF b Gqq
εpC,Rf˚FqrankG “

ź

vP|C|

εvpω,Rf˚pF b Gqq
εvpω,Rf˚FqrankG ,

where εvpω,´q is the local epsilon factor at v.
Then by induction step and local twist formula for local epsilon factors, we have1

εvpω,Rf˚pF b Gqq
εvpω,Rf˚FqrankG “

#

detGpρXpordvpωq ¨ ccpF |Xvqqq, v R |Σ| induction step,

detGpρXpdimtotRΦuvpF , fq ¨ ruvsqq, v P |Σ| dist tri of RΦ.

Therefore we get

εpX,F b Gq
εpX,FqrankG “ detG

¨

˝ρX

¨

˝

ÿ

vP|Y |

ordvpωq ¨ ccpF |Xvq `
ÿ

vPΣ

dimtotRΦuvpF , fq ¨ ruvs

˛

‚

˛

‚

“ detGpρXp´ccXFqq.

1Note that, for v P Σ, we have a distinguished triangle RΓpXv̄,Fq Ñ RΓpXη̄v ,Fq Ñ RΦx̄v pF , fq Ñ ¨
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